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 Unknown ; Size (bytes), 1024 ; Version of JVM, 1.8.0_162-b12 ; OS, Microsoft Windows 10 Home (10.0.17134) ; Runtime,
Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment (build 1.8.0_162-b12) ; User, Administrator The binary's SHA1 hash is

5dfae3f3fb8bb8fd20f7d6b98d9178622abfc9ad. Notice the file size ( 0x1024 ) and version numbers ( 0.0.1 ). The version
numbers are displayed in the form Major.Minor.Revision, where the Major, Minor, and Revision numbers represent the same

version. The version numbers in the file signatures are usually 0x0100, meaning the version is 1.0.0. A false binary has a smaller
file size and a different version number. The Linux hash utility shows that the false binary has a file size of 0x800 bytes and a
version number of 1.1.0. Signature Files When a platform provides an MD5, SHA1, and SHA256 signature file, the platform

will have an entry in the hive's signature files table that has a primary key of the signature file. The signature file's primary key
is the MD5, SHA1, or SHA256 hash of the file contents. If a platform has multiple signature files, then each of them have their

own separate primary key. The last modified date is defined as a Date and Time object. Platform hive is expected to create a
signature file for each of the following file types: Binary Blob file Binary file Text file Executable file When a platform is under

a Denial of Service attack, the attacker can change the file contents and use the signature files table to see if it matches a
signature file. The attacker can do this because the platform's user ID will be equal to the primary key of the signature file.

Therefore, the attacker can create a file with a different content and then alter the file's primary key to match the content of the
signature file. Under normal operating conditions, the user ID is unique. This means that, under normal operating conditions, the

same user cannot create multiple signature files. For example, a user cannot create signature files for both the admin user and
the admin 82157476af
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